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Mystically in Season for Aquarius
0-17 Degrees: A halfway mark has been reached in your 19-year cycle of solar development. Over the
past year or two, you’ve been in a phase of moving out of self-development into sharing your
harvests and beauty in a relational, vulnerable way. It’s requiring you hold deep exchange or otherfocus. Cooperation, compromise, and marriage of equals are being asked for from you. If conflict
arises, it’s a sign of needing to strengthen your harmonizing skills. Peacefulness is the gift of this
cycle of growth in your life once you learn how to use your resonance to attract the correct
resonance of other to you. Stay open minded, listen more, and relax into knowing that others are
willing to share your burdens once partnership is found.
17.3-30 Degrees: You have likely learned a lot about relationships over the past couple of years, and
development now takes you a step further into deeply sharing the resources of your life—past the
surface of trust into the value of your material, body, secrets, and heart. Things to keep an eye on are
withholding patterns, giving away of power, or holding power over others (a form of control). It’s a
time to dive into your psychology and the mysteries of where your deepest resources hold stuckness, trauma, and hiding. It’s in uprooting and witnessing your own resources that are cultivated
underground, and understanding/trusting the enormous value of them, that you can heal and gain
healthy precision in your life around sharing, merging, and power patterns.
Balance. Share. Empower
June 21 – July 21
This season brings your yearly cycle of connection. Get out and mingle with the neighborhood you
buzz around in. Flirt, converse, communicate, and network. As you make connection and gather
information, be aware of how they are helping you connect dots and weave new threads of
understanding around your power and resources. About how sharing works and how to connect with
inner daemons in beautiful and uplifting ways. With this being Cancer Season and your ruler newly in
a similar symbolic mode in the roots of your chart that make you rely more on intuition than reason,
honor your nurturing spirit and deepen a trust in your emotions, body, and soul. They know your real
journey and your real needs around manifestation, so tune in and listen to things hard to see for
soulful connection to your life’s path.
Watch July 17th-19th for the heart of this phase for you.

Oracle Draw for Aquarius: Nourishment
A message to your highest self, that this is a time of much growth and development in your life,
especially with your ruler in the roots of your life and your yearly solar/lunar rhythm aligning with
connection and pollination. This is a reminder that what you feed yourself with—words, food,
thoughts, dreams, judgements—are what are growing into your sense of security and wellness. It’s
important now to really focus on the positive, on only healthy material and spirit. What you put into
you is what will feed the fruits of your life to come. Positive, positive, positive. Healthy, healthy,
healthy. You’ve got this, but it may be a good month to uproot the source of bad habits that put a
cloud over any part of your mentality and clarity. It’s time to nurture your life in the most beautiful
way possible.

